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Abstract—How to allocate the limited wireless resource in dense radio access networks (RANs) remains challenging. By leveraging a

software-defined control plane, the independent base stations (BSs) are virtualized as a centralized network controller (CNC). Such

virtualization decouples the CNC from the wireless service providers (WSPs). We investigate a virtualized RAN, where the CNC

auctions channels at the beginning of scheduling slots to the mobile terminals (MTs) based on bids from their subscribing WSPs. Each

WSP aims at maximizing the expected long-term payoff from bidding channels to satisfy the MTs for transmitting packets. We

formulate the problem as a stochastic game, where the channel auction and packet scheduling decisions of a WSP depend on the state

of network and the control policies of its competitors. To approach the equilibrium solution, an abstract stochastic game is proposed

with bounded regret. The decision making process of each WSP is modeled as a Markov decision process (MDP). To address the

signalling overhead and computational complexity issues, we decompose the MDP into a series of single-agent MDPs with reduced

state spaces, and derive an online localized algorithm to learn the state value functions. Our results show significant performance

improvements in terms of per-MT average utility.

Index Terms—Software-defined networking, radio access networks, network virtualization, multi-user resource scheduling, stochastic
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE proliferation of mobile devices and data-intensive
applications is driving up a significant demand for

wireless services. It’s predicted that the mobile data traffic
will double every year from 2011 to 2020 [1]. The network
operators (NOs) witness the exponential growth in data
traffic, which has led to an unremitting increase in network
provisioning. Network densification has been considered as
the dominant theme towards future mobile networking [2].
As mobile data traffic evolves from being voice-dominated
to being video-dominated and data-dominated, the revenue
per unit-data for NOs is declining at an unhealthy rate.

These trends are pushing NOs to look for more cost-effec-
tive ways to provide wireless services. Network sharing
emerges as a disruptive mechanism to control both the capi-
tal expenditure (CapEx) and the operational expenditure
(OpEx) [3]. This has started breaking up the vertically
integrated nature of the conventional cellular system. Radio
access network (RAN) sharing among NOs has recently
received considerable attention due to the potential perfor-
mance gain and inherent cost-saving benefits provided by
utilizing economies of scale and avoiding duplicated invest-
ment on network infrastructure [4], [5], [6]. The worldwide
combined CapEx and OpEx savings can be up to $60 billion
through RAN sharing over a period of five years [7].

However, the RAN sharing activities are mostly based on
long-term business agreements between the NOs, and most
existing network sharing solutions have the drawbacks of
separating both data and control planes among NOs, accom-
modating customized wireless services, and capability of
adapting to dynamic network statistics in practice. It is
important to design a fundamental framework that can boost
network performances and reduce NOs’ expenses by allow-
ingmore efficient and flexible network sharing. Network vir-
tualization is emerging as a key enabler for RAN sharing,
with which the traditional single ownerships of network
infrastructure and spectrum resources can be decoupled
from the wireless services [8], [9], [10], [11]. Consequently,
the same physical network infrastructure is able to host mul-
tiple wireless service providers (WSPs) [12]. Although net-
work virtualization is a promising technology for next
generation RANs, one unique research challenge lies inwire-
less resource scheduling across mobile terminals (MTs) of
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different WSPs. The diversified traffic from MTs in an RAN
makes it difficult to achieve the optimal tradeoff between ser-
vice flexibility and network scalability.

A software-defined networking (SDN) framework has
been proposed to coordinate the complex radio access in cel-
lular networks [13], [14]. SDN simplifies network manage-
ment by decoupling the control plane from the data plane and
is a natural platform for realizing network virtualization in
RANs. The authors in [15], [16] presented software-defined
cellular network architectures, allowing a remote controller to
perform wireless resource slicing without modifying the
MAC scheduler of a base station (BS). CloudIQ constitutes the
first step towards wireless SDN by centralizing all data and
control plane processing [17]. However, pushing all data proc-
essing to a central location imposes a huge demand on band-
width and latency on backhaul. In [18], the authors proposed
a proof-of-concept illustration of a software-defined RAN
architecture where the independent physical BSs are virtual-
ized as a centralized network controller (CNC), which per-
forms centralized control plane operations.

In this paper, we are primarily concerned with a SDN-
enabled virtualized RAN, where the CNC manages a lim-
ited set of channels and multiple competing WSPs bid the
channel access opportunities for their MTs according to
the network dynamics. The dynamics in a wireless network
can be the results of the environmental disturbances and
the interactions among the WSPs. For example, the packet
arrival rates and the channel states can change from time
to time due to the environmental disturbances. In the vir-
tualized network, the CNC schedules channel usage upon
collecting the bids from WSPs. The fairness during this cen-
tralized auction process is regulated through a Vickrey-
Clarke-Groves (VCG) pricing mechanism1 [19]. After receiv-
ing the channel scheduling outcomes, each MT of a WSP
then proceeds to schedule the packets in the queue to opti-
mize the expected long-term performance. Due to the com-
petitive and stochastic nature of the channel auction and
packet scheduling process, a general approach is to model
the problem as a stochastic game [20], [21]. Stochastic game
has already been widely adopted in the literature to analyze
the dynamic optimization problem of wireless resource
scheduling [21], [22]. Most of these results are, however, not
scalable and with high implementation complexity, which
hinder their applications in dense networks.

The contributions of this work are three-folded. First, we
model the interactions among the CNC, WSPs and MTs in a
SDN-enabled virtualized RAN with time-varying packet
arrivals and channel states as a stochastic game, where each
WSP aims to achieve its maximum expected long-term pay-
off. Second, due to the lack of complete information of
the global network states and the control policies of all part-
icipating WSPs, we transform the original stochastic game
into an abstract stochastic game with bounded performance
regret. The decision making process of eachWSP is modeled
as a single-agent Markov decision process (MDP). Finally,
we propose a linear decomposition approach for the per-
WSP MDP to reduce the computational complexity at each
WSP and the signalling overheads between the WSP and the
subscribed MTs. Our proposed decomposition approach
allows each MT to locally compute its individual state value
functions. Without a priori statistical knowledge of channel

states and packet arrivals, we propose a reinforcement learn-
ing [23] based algorithm for a MT to learn the state value
functions by restructuring the immediate utility function in
each scheduling slot. Compared tomost existingworks in lit-
erature, our proposed wireless resource scheduling scheme
is simple and inherently self-organized, and can be deployed
in dense networkswith a large number ofMTs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we introduce the system model and the assumptions used
throughout the paper. In Section 3, we formulate the problem
of wireless resource scheduling as a stochastic game and dis-
cuss the corresponding game theoretic solution. In Section 4,
we propose an abstract game based model to approximate
the stochastic game and derive a learning scheme to solve the
wireless resource scheduling problem online. We present the
numerical results in Section 5 to evaluate the performance
achieved by our proposed scheme. Finally, Section 6 draws
the conclusion. In Table 1, we summarize the major notations
of this paper.

2 SYSTEM MODEL

As depicted in Fig. 1, we consider a SDN-enabled virtualized
RAN, where multiple heterogeneous wireless services are
supported over a common physical network infrastructure
owned by a physical NO. The shared RAN covers a certain
area. Different WSPs provide different wireless services,
and each MT subscribes to only one WSP. Depending on the
service types, the MTs belong to W groups, each of which

TABLE 1
Major Notations Used in the Paper

W/W number/set of WSPs
K/K number/set of cells
jN k;wj/N k;w number/set of MTs in cell k subscribed to WSP w
d scheduling slot duration
Hk;n,H

t
k;n channel state of MT n in cell k

Qk;n, Q
t
k;n queue state of MT n in cell k

QðmaxÞ maximum queue length
m packet size
’k;n, ’

t
k;n channel allocation variable for MT n in cell k

Ak;n, A
t
k;n packet arrivals of MT n in cell k

xxk;n, xx
t
k;n state of MT n in cell k

rrk;n, rr
t
k;n channel allocation of MT n in cell k

Rt
k;n scheduled packets of MT n in cell k at slot t

P t
k;n transmit power of MT n in cell k at slot t

P ðmaxÞ maximum transmit power for MTs
Uk;n utility of MT n in cell k
fk;n weight of transmit power for MT n in cell k
ak;n utility price for MT n in cell k
Uk;n expected long-term utility of MT n in cell k
Fw payoff of WSP w
bbw, bb

t
w bid of WSP w

nw, n
t
w valuation of WSP w

oow, oo
t
w channel request profile of WSP w

tw, t
t
w payment of WSP w

sw, s
t
w abstract state at WSP w

uu, uut winner determination vector
ppw, p̂pw control policy of WSP w

pðcÞw , p̂ðcÞw channel auction policy of WSP w

ppðpÞw packet scheduling policy for MTs of WSP w
Vw, V̂w expected long-term payoff of WSP w
Vw, V̂w optimal state value function of WSP w
Qw state-channel allocation Q-function of WSP w
Uw expected long-term payment of WSP w

1. One promising advantage of VCG is that the dominant policy for
a WSP is to bid the true valuations for the spectrum resources.



corresponds to one service that is provided by a WSP
w 2 W � f1; . . . ;Wg. Meanwhile, we assume the service
area of interest consists ofK cells and can be represented by
a topology graph TG ¼ hK;Di, where K ¼ f1; . . . ; Kg and
D¼fdk;k0 : k 6¼ k0; k; k0 2 Kg represents the relative locations
between the cells with

dk;k0 ¼
1; if cells k and k0 are neighbours;

0; otherwise:

�
(1)

Let N k;w be the set of MTs in a cell k 2 K that are subscribed
to WSP w. Accordingly, N w ¼ [k2KN k;w denotes the set of
MTs of WSP w, N k ¼ [w2WN k;w denotes the set of MTs in
cell k, and N ¼ [w2WN w (or N ¼ [k2KN k) denotes the set
of all MTs in the network.

The system is operated over discrete scheduling slots of
equal time duration d (seconds) and the spectrum band
used in the network is divided into J non-overlapping
orthogonal channels with the same bandwidth M (Hz).
Over the time horizon, the WSPs compete for the limited
number of channels to serve their MTs. Each of them
announces at the beginning of each scheduling slot t 2 INþ
to the CNC a bid, which is a vector bbt

w
¼ ½ntw; ootw�, 8w 2 W.

Note that bbt
w
is not necessarily equal to bbt

w ¼ ½ntw; ootw�, where

ootw ¼ ½otk;w : k 2 K� with each otk;w being the exact number of
requested channels in a cell k and ntw is the true valuation of
obtaining ootw from the perspective of WSP w. Upon receiving
the auction bids bbt ¼ ½bbt

w
: w 2 W� from all WSPs, the CNC

schedules the channels and computes the payment twðbbtÞ
for each WSP w. Let uuðbbtÞ ¼ ½uwðbbtÞ : w 2 W� be the winner
determination vector at scheduling slot t, where uwðbbtÞ ¼ 1
if WSP w wins the channel auction while uwðbbtÞ ¼ 0 means
no channel is allocated to the MTs of WSP w during the slot.
For the channel scheduling at the CNC during a single slot,
we assume that a channel cannot be allocated to adjacent
cells in order to ensure that they do not interfere with each
other, and in each cell, a MT can be assigned at most one
channel and a channel can be assigned to at most one MT.
Let rrtk;n ¼ ½rtk;n;j : j 2 J � be the channel scheduling outcome
for a MT n 2 N k;w at slot t, where J ¼ f1; . . . ; Jg and

rtk;n;j ¼
1; if channel j is allocated to

MT n 2 N k;w at scheduling slot t;

0; otherwise:

8><
>: (2)

For brevity, we may also write twðbbtÞ and uuðbbtÞ as ttw and
uut ¼ ½utw : w 2 W�, respectively. Mathematically, 8t 2 INþ,

the constraints for a feasible channel scheduling decision
at the CNC are given by

X
w2W

X
n2N k;w

rtk;n;j

0
@

1
A X

w2W

X
n2N k0 ;w

rtk0;n;j

0
@

1
A ¼ 0;

if dk;k0 ¼ 1; 8dk;k0 2 D; 8j 2 J ; (3)

X
n2N k;w

’t
k;n ¼ utwo

t
k;w; 8k 2 K; 8w 2 W; (4)

X
w2W

X
n2N k;w

rtk;n;j � 1; 8k 2 K; 8j 2 J : (5)

In (4), ’tk;n ¼
P

j2J rtk;n;j is a channel allocation variable that

equals 1 if MT n is assigned a channel and 0 otherwise.

We assume a block-fading model for the channels within
the spectrum band. In addition, we assume that the states of

all channels experienced by a MT are identical during the

period of each scheduling slot. Let Ht
k;n 2 H be the channel

state of a MT n 2 N k;w (8k 2 K and 8w 2 W) at slot t, where

H is the set of possible channel states for all MTs. Then Ht
k;n

is quasi-static within each slot,2 and is independent and

identically distributed (i.i.d.) between different slots. The

distribution of Ht
k;n is assumed to be not known a priori.

At every MT, a data queue is maintained for buffering

the packets that arrive at the end of a scheduling slot.3 The

arriving packets get queued until transmission and we

assume that every packet has a constant size of m (bits).

Let Qt
k;n and At

k;n be, respectively, the queue length and the

random new packet arrivals for MT n at slot t. The packet

arrival process is assumed to be independent among the

MTs and i.i.d. across scheduling slots. Like Ht
k;n, we assume

that the distribution of At
k;n is unknown as well. Let Rt

k;n be

the number of targeted packets that are to be removed from

the queue at slot t. The number of packets that are eventu-

ally transmitted then is ’t
k;nR

t
k;n, and the queue evolution of

MT n can be written as

Qtþ1
k;n ¼ min Qt

k;n � ’t
k;nR

t
k;n þAt

k;n; Q
ðmaxÞ

n o
; (6)

where QðmaxÞ is the maximum buffer size that restricts

Qt
k;n 2 Q ¼ f0; . . . ; QðmaxÞg. The structure of one scheduling

slot is shown in Fig. 2.

Following the discussions in [24], the required power for

a MT n 2 N k;w (8k 2 K and 8w 2 W) to reliably transmit

’tk;nR
t
k;n error-free packets can be computed as

Pt
k;n ¼

M&2

Ht
k;n

2
m’t

k;n
Rt
k;n

Md � 1

� �
; (7)

where &2 is the noise power spectral density. We can

observe from (7) that given Ht
k;n, the transmit power Pt

k;n is

a strictly monotonically increasing function of ’t
k;nR

t
k;n. Let

P ðmaxÞ be the maximum transmit power for all MTs, namely,

Fig. 1. System model of a virtualized radio access network (RAN)
(WSP: Wireless service provider; CNC: Centralized network controller.).
The mobile terminals (MTs) of different WSPs, which are shown in the
same colors, are geographically distributed across the cells in the
network. Over the time horizon, the CNC allocates the limited radio
resource slices to MTs based on the bids that are announced by their
respective subscribing WSPs.

2. In practical cellular scenarios, the channel coherence time is much
longer than a typical scheduling slot duration [22], [25].

3. The developed wireless resource scheduling scheme in this paper
can also be extended to the downlink case.



Pt
k;n � P ðmaxÞ, 8t. Therefore, 0 � Rt

k;n � minfQt
k;n; Q

ðmaxÞ;t
k;n g,

where Q
ðmaxÞ;t
k;n is jointly determined by Ht

k;n and P ðmaxÞ. We

next need a payoff function to reward the WSPs for winning

the channel auction. The instantaneous payoff of a WSP
w 2 W at slot t can be defined as

Fw xxt;’’tw;R
t
w

� �
¼

X
k2K

X
n2N k;w

ak;nUk;n xxt
k;n;’

t
k;n; R

t
k;n

� �
� ttw; (8)

where xxt
k;n ¼ ðHt

k;n; Q
t
k;nÞ 2 X � H�Q denotes the local

network state at a MT n that encapsulates the local channel

and queue state information, xxt ¼ ðxxt
k;n : k 2 K; n 2 N kÞ 2

XjN j characterizes the global network state with jN j denot-
ing the cardinality of the set N , ’’t

w ¼ ½’t
k;n : k 2 K; n 2 N k;w�

and Rt
w ¼ ½Rt

k;n : k 2 K; n 2 N k;w� are the channel allocation

and the packet scheduling decisions for MTs of WSP w,

and ak;n 2 IRþ can be viewed as the unit price to charge MT

n for realizing utility Uk;nðxxt
k;n;’

t
k;n; R

t
k;nÞ from consuming

transmit power to schedule the queued packets to avoid the

packet overflows (due to the limited buffer size), which is

chosen to be

Uk;n

�
xxt
k;n;’

t
k;n; R

t
k;n

�
¼ fk;nU

ð1Þ
k;n

�
Pt
k;n

�
þ U

ð2Þ
k;n

�
Qt

k;n

�
þ U

ð3Þ
k;n

�
htk;n

�
:

(9)

In (9), htk;n ¼ maxfQt
k;n � ’t

k;nR
t
k;n þAt

k;n �QðmaxÞ; 0g defines

the number of packet drops, and we assume that U
ð1Þ
k;nð�Þ,

U
ð2Þ
k;nð�Þ andU

ð3Þ
k;nð�Þ are positivemonotonically decreasing func-

tions.U
ð2Þ
k;nð�Þ andU

ð3Þ
k;nð�Þmeasure the satisfactions of the buffer

delay and the packet drops, respectively. The buffer delay

can be termed as the immediate queue occupancy [26] and

the packet drops occur when the queue vacancy is less than

the number of arriving packets. fk;n 2 IRþ is a constant

weighting factor that balances the importance of the transmit

power consumption. With slight abuse of notations, we

rewrite U
ð1Þ
k;nðPt

k;nÞ, U
ð2Þ
k;nðQt

k;nÞ and U
ð3Þ
k;nðhtk;nÞ as U

ð1Þ
k;nðxxt

k;n;’
t
k;n;

Rt
k;nÞ,U

ð2Þ
k;nðxxt

k;n;’
t
k;n; R

t
k;nÞ andU

ð3Þ
k;nðxxt

k;n; ’
t
k;n;R

t
k;nÞ.

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION AND GAME THEORETIC

APPROACH

In this section, we first formulate the problem of wireless
resource scheduling (namely, the competitive channel auc-
tion and packet scheduling) as a stochastic game and then
discuss the game theoretic solution.

3.1 Stochastic Game Formulation
Wedesign a stationary control policyppw ¼ ðpðcÞw ;ppðpÞw Þ for each
WSPw 2 W, where pðcÞw and ppðpÞw ¼ ðp

ðpÞ
k;n : k 2 K; n 2N k;wÞ are

the channel auction and the packet scheduling policies,

respectively. Note that the packet scheduling policy p
ðpÞ
k;n is

MT specified. Then ppðpÞw depends only on xxt
w ¼ ðxxt

k;n : k 2 K;
n 2 N k;wÞ 2 Xw ¼ XjNwj. The joint control policy of all WSPs

is represented by pp ¼ ðppw : w 2 WÞ. With ppw, WSP w at each

slot t announces the bid bbt
w
to the CNC for channel scheduling

and decides the number of packets Rt
w to be transmitted after

observing xxt 2 XjN j, i.e., ppwðxxtÞ ¼ ðpðcÞw ðxxtÞ;ppðpÞw ðxxt
wÞÞ ¼

ðbbt
w
;Rt

wÞ 2 Yw. The CNC subsequently performs centralized

channel schedulingwith the VCGmechanism thatmaximizes
the “social welfare”,4

max
uut

X
w2W

utwn
t
w

s:t: constraints (3), (4) and (5);

(10)

and results in the payment for each WSP w,

ttw ¼ max
uut�w

X
w02Wnfwg

utw0n
t
w0 �max

uut

X
w02Wnfwg

utw0n
t
w0 ; (11)

where �w denotes all the other WSPs in setW without WSP
w. Scheduling packets over the assigned channels leads
to utilities, Uk;nðxxt

k;n;’
t
k;n; R

t
k;nÞ, 8k 2 K, 8n 2 N k;w. In parti-

cular, the VCG auction for channel scheduling at a slot t
possesses the following economic properties:

� Efficiency – When all WSPs announce their true bids,
the CNC schedules channels to maximize the sum of
valuations, resulting in efficient channel utilization.

� Individual Rationality – Each WSP w can expect a non-
negative payoff ntw � ttw at any slot t.

� Truthfulness –NoWSP can improve its payoff by bid-
ding different from its true valuation, which implies
that the optimal bid at any scheduling slot t is bbt

w
¼

bbtw, 8w 2 W.
The VCG mechanism has been proven to be efficient for

channel scheduling in one slot [28]. In the following sec-
tions, we put our efforts on investigating the potential of
adapting VCG to the wireless resource scheduling problem
in a virtualized RAN with time-varying network states, that

Fig. 2. The comparison between a stochastic game and the corresponding abstract stochastic game. In the original stochastic game G, the WSPs
need to acquire full network dynamics; while in the abstract stochastic game Ĝ, each WSP behaves based on the abstraction of other competing
WSPs’ private information and the local network dynamics.

4. Other fairness rules (e.g., [27]) can also be implemented and do
not affect the proposed wireless resource scheduling scheme in this
paper.



is, the problem of stochastic channel auction and packet
scheduling, which is formulated as a stochastic game G to
be detailed in the following. In the game G, W WSPs are the
players and there are a set XjN j of global network states and
a collection of decision-making sets, Yw, 8w 2 W.

The stationary joint control policy pp induces a probability
distribution over the sequence of global network states
fxxt : t 2 INþg, and hence a probability distribution over the
sequences of per-slot payoffs Fw xxt; ’’tw;R

t
w

� �
: t 2 INþ

	 

,

8w 2 W. From assumptions on the channel states and the
packet arrivals, the random process, xxt, t 2 INþ, isMarkovian
with the following transition probability

Pr xxtþ1jxxt;’’ ppðcÞ xxt
� �� �

;ppðpÞ xxt
� �n o

¼ Pr Qtþ1jQt;’’ ppðcÞ xxt
� �� �

;ppðpÞ xxt
� �n o

Pr Htþ1	 

¼

Y
k2K

Y
n2N k

Pr Qtþ1
k;n jQt

k;n;’k;n ppðcÞ xxt
� �� �

;p
ðpÞ
k;n xxt

k;n

� �n o

�
Y
k2K

Y
n2N k

Pr Htþ1
k;n

n o
;

(12)

where Prf�g denotes the probability of an event, ’’ ¼ ½’’w :

w 2 W� is the global channel allocation, while ppðcÞ ¼ ðpðcÞw :

w 2 WÞ and ppðpÞ ¼ ðppðpÞw : w 2 WÞ are the joint channel auc-

tion and the joint packet scheduling policies. Taking expec-
tation with respect to the sequence of per-slot payoffs,

the expected long-term payoff of a WSP w for a given initial

state xx1 ¼ xx can be expressed as

Vw xx;ppð Þ ¼ 1� gð Þ

� E
X1
t¼1
ðgÞt�1Fw xxt;’’w ppðcÞ xxt

� �� �
;ppðpÞw xxt

w

� �� �
jxx

" #
;

(13)

where g 2 ½0; 1Þ is the discount factor and ðgÞt�1 denotes the
discount factor to the ðt� 1Þth power. Vwðxx;ppÞ is also

named as the state value function of WSP w in state xx under

joint policy pp. Note that for the non-ergodic Markov system5

in this paper, we define an expected infinite-horizon dis-

counted payoff function in (13) as the optimization objective.

Nevertheless, the expected infinite-horizon undiscounted

payoff

FwðppÞ ¼ E lim
T!1

1

T

XT
t¼1

Fw xxt;’’w ppðcÞðxxtÞ
� �

;ppðpÞw xxt
w

� �� �" #
; (14)

can be approximated by (13) when g approaches 1 [29]. The

aim of each WSP w is to find a best-response control policy

pp	w that maximizes Vwðxx;ppw;pp�wÞ for any given initial net-
work state xx, which can be formally formulated as

pp	w ¼ argmax
ppw

Vwðxx;ppw;pp�wÞ; 8xx 2 XjN j: (15)

In stochastic game G, a Nash equilibrium (NE) is gener-

ally accepted as a solution concept to describe the most

rational decision makings by the WSPs and is defined
as follows.

Definition 1. In stochastic game G, a NE is a tuple of policies
pp	w : w 2 W
� �

, where each pp	w of a WSP w is the best response
to the other WSPs’ control policies pp	�w.

The result below shows that for the considered sto-
chastic game, there always exists a NE in stationary
policies.

Theorem 1. Every W -player stochastic game with discounted
payoffs has at least one stationary NE [30].

Remark 1. From (13), we can observe that the expected
long-term payoff of a WSP w 2 W depends on informa-
tion of both the global network state and the joint
control policies of all WSPs. In other words, the channel
auction and the packet scheduling decision makings
of WSPs are closely coupled with each other in our
game model.

3.2 Best-Response Joint Channel Auction and
Packet Scheduling

Assume that each WSP w 2 W obtains the global network
state information and all the other WSPs play the NE
policies pp	�w ¼ ðppðcÞ;	�w ;ppðpÞ;	�w Þ, WSP w’s best-response policy
can be obtained by solving (16), 8xx 2 XjN j, where
VwðxxÞ ¼ Vwðxx;pp	w;pp	�wÞ is the optimal state value function
and xx0 is the subsequent global network state. The
channel scheduling and the packet scheduling decisions
are made independently at the CNC and the WSP sides,
which motivates us to define a state-channel allocation
Q-function (17). The best-response control policy pp	w is com-
posed of the channel auction policy pðcÞ;	w and the packet

scheduling policy ppðpÞ;	w . With any given channel auction pol-

icy pðcÞw , ppðpÞ;	w ¼ ðpðpÞ;	k;n : k 2 K; n 2 N k;wÞ ofWSPw is the solu-

tion to (18) and pðcÞ;	w can be of

pðcÞ;	w ðxxÞ ¼ argmax
p
ðcÞ
w ðxxÞ

Qw xx;’’w pðcÞw ðxxÞ;ppðcÞ;	�w ðxxÞ
� �� �

: (19)

Remark 2. From the above analysis, we can observe that
achieving the NE is still a technically challenging task.
Each WSP w 2 W in the network has to know complete
information of the global network dynamics (20), 8xx;xx0 2
XjN j, which incurs exponential computation complexity
even for a network of reasonable size. More importantly,
the private queue state transition probabilities and chan-
nel state distributions at other competing WSPs, i.e.,

the PrfQ0k;n0 jQk;n0 ; ’k;n0 ðpðcÞw ðxxÞ; ppðcÞ;	�w ðxxÞÞ;p
ðpÞ;	
k;n0 ðxxk;n0 Þg and

the PrfH 0k;n0 g, n0 2 N k;w0 , 8k 2 K and 8w0 2 W n fwg, are
impossible to be known.

4 ABSTRACT STOCHASTIC GAME REFORMULATION

AND ONLINE LOCALIZED LEARNING

In this section, we elaborate on how to determine the best-
response control policies in a computationally efficient way,
by which the channel auction and the packet scheduling
decisions can be made with limited information. More
specifically, at each scheduling slot, the WSPs announce to
the CNC the bids based on the their own local abstract net-
work information. After receiving the channel scheduling
outcomes from the CNC, the MTs decide the number of
packets to be delivered.

5. Due to the competition among the WSPs, the control policies, ppw,
8w 2 W, are not unichain.



4.1 Stochastic Game Abstraction
To avoid the high computational cost due to the large
dimensionality of the network state space XjN j and to
capture the impacts of other WSPs’ decision makings in a
non-cooperative networking environment, there is an
imperative need for a WSP to approximate the inter-WSP
couplings. One possible solution is to construct an
abstract version of the original stochastic game G [31]. In
an abstract stochastic game Ĝ, all WSPs behave based on
their own local network states and abstractions of other
competing WSPs’ local states. We denote X̂w ¼ Xw � Sw
as the abstract network state space of each WSP w 2 W,
where Sw ¼ f1; . . . ; jSwjg is an abstraction of the state
space X�w of other WSPs.

Definition 2. For each WSP w 2 W in the abstract stochastic
game Ĝ, the abstract states regarding other competing WSPs
are constructed according to a surjective aggregation function
lw : X�w ! Sw. This implies,

Sw ¼ lw xx�wð Þ : xx�w 2 X�wf g; 8w 2 W: (21)

Remark 3. The NE of the abstract game Ĝ can be matched
back to the original stochastic game G given the sur-
jective aggregation functions for all WSPs [33]. But the
mapping from X�w to Sw in (21), 8w 2 W, requires
the complete local network dynamics from the competi-
tors. Moreover, the state-of-art state abstraction algo-
rithms [32], which are based on various similarity
criteria of defining the aggregation functions, are NP-
complete [33].

Developing algorithms of constructing the surjective
aggregation functions for such an abstract game requires
the WSPs to exchange the local network dynamics, which
is daunting for our non-cooperative scenario. On the
other hand, the environmental feedbacks received by the
WSPs (i.e., the payment (11) or the payoff (8)) also imply
the behavioral couplings in the game G. We hence pro-
pose that each WSP w 2 W in the abstract game Ĝ builds
an internal Sw by classifying the value intervals of the
payments (or the payoffs6), the procedure of which will
be explained in Section 5.1. Herein, Sw can be treated as
an approximation of X�w with jSwj 
 jX�wj. In line with
the discussions, the WSPs’ self-organizing behaviours are
then not constrained by the form of lw as well as the X�w.
We will see in Section 4.3 that the statistics of Sw can be
learned from the history of the game Ĝ. Based on the
abstract network state space X̂w, we have the abstract
action space Ŷw, and the payoff function F̂w in game Ĝ is
accordingly defined over X̂w and Ŷw for each WSP w. Let
p̂p ¼ ðp̂pw : w 2 WÞ be a stationary joint control policy
employed by the WSPs in the abstract game Ĝ, where
p̂pw ¼ ðp̂ðcÞw ;ppðpÞw Þ with p̂ðcÞw being the abstract channel auc-
tion policy. Likewise, the abstract state value function
for WSP w under p̂p can be expressed as (22), 8x̂xw ¼
ðxxw; swÞ 2 X̂w with sw 2 Sw,

Qw xx;’’w pðcÞw ðxxÞ;ppðcÞ;	�w ðxxÞ
� �� �

¼ max
pp
ðpÞ
w ðxxwÞ

(
ð1� gÞFw xx;’’w pðcÞw ðxxÞ;ppðcÞ;	�w ðxxÞ

� �
;ppðpÞw ðxxwÞ

� �

þ g
X

xx02XjN j
Pr xx0jxx;’’ pðcÞw ðxxÞ;ppðcÞ;	�w ðxxÞ

� �
; ppðpÞw ðxxwÞ;ppðpÞ;	�w ðxx�wÞ
� �n o

max
p
ðcÞ
w ðxx0Þ

Qw xx0;’’w pðcÞw ðxx0Þ;ppðcÞ;	�w ðxx0Þ
� �� �) (18)

Pr xx0jxx;’’ pðcÞw ðxxÞ;ppðcÞ;	�w ðxxÞ
� �

; ppðpÞw ðxxwÞ;ppðpÞ;	�w ðxx�wÞ
� �n o

¼
Y
k2K

Y
n2N k;w

Pr Q0k;njQk;n;’k;n pðcÞw ðxxÞ;ppðcÞ;	�w ðxxÞ
� �

;p
ðpÞ
k;n xxk;n

� �n oY
k2K

Y
n2N k;w

Pr H 0k;n

n o

�
Y

w02Wnfwg

Y
k2K

Y
n02N k;w0

Pr Q0k;n0 jQk;n0 ;’k;n0 p
ðcÞ
w ðxxÞ;ppðcÞ;	�w ðxxÞ

� �
;p
ðpÞ;	
k;n0 xxk;n0

� �n o Y
w02Wnfwg

Y
k2K

Y
n02N k;w0

Pr H 0k;n0
n o (20)

VwðxxÞ ¼ max
ppwðxxÞ

(
ð1� gÞFw xx;’’w pðcÞw ðxxÞ;ppðcÞ;	�w ðxxÞ

� �
;ppðpÞw ðxxwÞ

� �

þ g
X

xx02XjN j
Pr

(
xx0jxx;’’ pðcÞw ðxxÞ;ppðcÞ;	�w ðxxÞ

� �
; ppðpÞw ðxxwÞ;ppðpÞ;	�w ðxx�wÞ
� �)

Vwðxx0Þ
) (16)

Qw xx;’’w pðcÞw ðxxÞ;ppðcÞ;	�w ðxxÞ
� �� �

¼ max
pp
ðpÞ
w ðxxwÞ

(
ð1� gÞFw xx;’’w pðcÞw ðxxÞ;ppðcÞ;	�w ðxxÞ

� �
;ppðpÞw ðxxwÞ

� �

þ g
X

xx02XjN j
Pr

n
xx0jxx;’’ pðcÞw ðxxÞ;ppðcÞ;	�w ðxxÞ

� �
; ppðpÞw ðxxwÞ;ppðpÞ;	�w ðxx�wÞ
� �o

Vwðxx0Þ
) (17)

6. The two criteria are equivalent since the only difference is the
exact utility values from the MTs which can be obtained by their sub-
scribing WSPs.



V̂w x̂xw; p̂pð Þ ¼

ð1� gÞE
X1
t¼1
ðgÞt�1F̂w x̂xt

w; ’’w p̂pðcÞ x̂xt
� �� �

;ppðpÞw xxt
w

� �� �
jx̂x1

w ¼ x̂xw

" #
;
(22)

where p̂pðcÞðx̂xtÞ ¼ ðp̂ðcÞw ðx̂xt
wÞ : w 2 WÞ, p̂pðcÞ ¼ ðp̂ðcÞw : w 2 WÞ is

the joint abstract channel auction policy, and x̂xt ¼ ðx̂xt
w : w 2

WÞ with each x̂xt
w being the abstract network state of WSP w

at slot t. Fig. 2 shows the similarity and difference between
the games G and Ĝ.

For the purpose of theoretical analysis, we continue using
lw forWSPw as the hidden functionmapping fromX�w toSw.

In the mapping from original stochastic game G to
abstract stochastic game Ĝ, we denote "wðswÞ as the length
of the value interval that is associated with a state sw 2 Sw
of each WSP w 2 W. We then have (23), where pp and p̂p are
two matched control policies, respectively, in games G and
Ĝ, and x̂x ¼ ðx̂xw : w 2 WÞ.

Definition 3. Given the abstract joint control policy p̂p of all
WSPs in the abstract game Ĝ, the matched joint control
policy pp in the original stochastic game G is a policy that
satisfies

X
x̂x0w2X̂w

Pr x̂x0wjx̂xw;’’w p̂pðcÞ x̂xð Þ
� �

;ppðpÞw ðxxwÞ
n o

¼
X

xx02XjN j
Pr xx0jxx;’’ ppðcÞðxxÞ

� �
;ppðpÞðxxÞ

n o
;

(24)

8w 2 W, where each x̂xw ¼ ðxxw; lwðxx�wÞÞ.
Therefore, there exists an error bound of the payoffs for

each WSP w 2 W, which can be given by

"ðmaxÞ
w ¼ max

sw2Sw
"wðswÞ: (25)

If the value intervals are of equal length, then "wðswÞ ¼
"ðmaxÞ
w , 8sw 2 Sw. As indicated by the lemma below, the
expected long-term payoff achieved by WSP w from a con-
trol policy p̂pw in the abstract game Ĝ is not far from that
from the matched control policy ppw in the original game G.

Lemma 1. Given any two matched stationary control policies pp
and p̂p in games G and Ĝ, we have

Vwðxx;ppÞ � V̂w x̂xw; p̂pð Þ
�� �� � "ðmaxÞ

w ; 8w 2 W; (26)

8xx 2 XjN j, where x̂xw ¼ ðxxw; swÞ with sw ¼ lwðxx�wÞ.

The proof of Lemma 1 is given in Appendix A, available
in the online supplemental material, which can be found on

the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecom-
putersociety.org/10.1109/TMC.2017.2742949.

Based on the result in Lemma 1, Theorem 2 shows that
the NE p̂p	 ¼ ðp̂p	w : w 2 WÞ in the abstract stochastic game Ĝ
leads to a bounded regret of playing the matched policy pp	

in the original game G. Here, p̂p	w ¼ ðp̂ðcÞ;	w ;ppðpÞ;	w Þ is the best-
response abstract control policy for WSP w.

Theorem 2. Let ppw be the control policy that is matched from an
abstract control policy p̂pw, 8w 2 W. 8xx 2 XjN j, the corre-
sponding policy pp	 matched from p̂p	 satisfies

Vw xx; ppw;pp
	
�w

� �� �
� VwðxxÞ þ 2"ðmaxÞ

w ; (27)

where ðppw;pp
	
�wÞ is the joint control policy in original stochas-

tic game G that results from WSP w unilaterally deviating
from pp	w to ppw.

The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Appendix B, available
in the online supplemental material.

Hereinafter, we switch to focus on the abstract stochastic
game Ĝ. Suppose all WSPs play the NE control policy p̂p	 in
the abstract stochastic game Ĝ. Along with the discussions
in previous sections, under the given expected long-term
payoff functions V̂wðx̂xwÞ ¼ V̂wðx̂xw; p̂p

	Þ, 8x̂xw 2 X̂w and
8w 2 W, the best-response abstract control policy for a WSP
w satisfies (28), 8x̂xw 2 X̂w. From (28), WSP w is able to com-
pute the optimal abstract control policy in the abstract game
based on its local information.

Remark 4. Unfortunately, there are two main challenges
involved in solving (28) for each WSP w 2 W: 1) a pri-
ori knowledge of abstract network state transition
probability, which incorporates the statistics of channel
state variations, the packet arrival distributions and
the approximation of other competing WSPs’ local net-
work information (i.e., the statistics of Sw), is not feasi-
ble; 2) given a classification of the payment/payoff
values, the size of local abstract network state space
X̂w grows exponentially as the number of subscribed
MTs increases.

4.2 Decomposition of Abstract State-Value
Function

From the facts underlying in (20): 1) the channel auction and
the packet scheduling decisions, which aremade sequentially,
are independent across aWSP and the subscribedMTs; and 2)
the weak interactions exist in the packet scheduling, the per-
slot payoff function (8) of the WSP is separable into compo-
nents of payment and per-MT utilities. The per-WSP MDP

"wðswÞ � max
xx;p̂pwðx̂xwÞ:xx¼ðxxw;xx�wÞ2XjN j;x̂xw¼ðxxw;swÞ;sw¼lwðxx�wÞf g

���Fw xx;’’w ppðcÞðxxÞ
� �

;ppðpÞw ðxxwÞ
� �

� F̂w x̂xw;’’w p̂pðcÞ x̂xð Þ
� �

;ppðpÞw ðxxwÞ
� ���� (23)

V̂w x̂xwð Þ ¼ max
p̂pwðx̂xwÞ

(
ð1� gÞF̂w x̂xw;’’w p̂ðcÞw x̂xwð Þ; p̂pðcÞ;	�w ðx̂x�wÞ

� �
;ppðpÞw ðxxwÞ

� �

þ g
X

x̂x0w2X̂w

Pr x̂x0wjx̂xw;’’w p̂ðcÞw x̂xwð Þ; p̂pðcÞ;	�w x̂x�wð Þ
� �

;ppðpÞw ðxxwÞ
n o

V̂w x̂x0w
� �) (28)



described by (28) can be hence decomposed into jN wj þ 1
independent single-agent MDPs. That is, 8w 2 W, V̂wðx̂xwÞ
can be computed as

V̂w x̂xwð Þ ¼
X
k2K

X
n2N k;w

ak;nUk;nðxxk;nÞ �UwðswÞ; (29)

8x̂xw 2 X̂w, where the per-MT expected long-term utility Uk;n

and the expected long-termpaymentUwðswÞ ofWSPw satisfy

Uk;nðxxk;nÞ ¼ max
p
ðpÞ
k;n
ðxxk;nÞ

(
ð1� gÞUk;n xxk;n;’k;n p̂pðcÞ;	 x̂xð Þ

� �
;p
ðpÞ
k;nðxxk;nÞ

� �

þ g
X

xx0
k;n
2X

Pr xx0k;njxxk;n;’k;n p̂pðcÞ;	 x̂xð Þ
� �

;p
ðpÞ
k;nðxxk;nÞ

n o
Uk;n xx0k;n

� �)
;

(30)
and

UwðswÞ ¼ ð1� gÞtw
þ g

X
s0w2Sw

Pr s0wjsw; uw p̂pðcÞ;	 x̂xð Þ
� �n o

Uw s0w
� �

; (31)

respectively, with p̂pðcÞ;	ðx̂xÞ ¼ ðp̂ðcÞ;	w ðx̂xwÞ : w 2 WÞ. The win-
ner determination and payment calculation during the cen-
tralized channel auction process at the CNC leads to the
derivation of (31). Such a decomposition enables us to pro-
pose an online algorithm for learning the optimal abstract
control policy p̂p	 in the following section. It is worth to note
that the linear decomposition in (29) is different from the
linear approximation technique applied in work [22], which
ignores the coupling of channel auction among the partici-
pating agents.

Remark 5. The three key advantages of the linear decompo-
sition approach in (29) are listed as follows.

(1) Low computational complexity: In order to deploy
a control policy based on the abstract network state
x̂xw 2 X̂w, eachWSP w 2 W has to store the abstract
state value functionwith jXjjNwj � jSwj values.Using
the linear decomposition, only jN wj � jXj þ jSwj val-
ues need to be stored. Moreover, the channel auc-
tion and the packet scheduling decision makings
are simplified and depend on the limited feasible
information at theWSP and theMTs, respectively.

(2) Low signalling overhead: The linear decomposition
motivates theWSPs to let their MTs locally store the
individual state value functions Uk;nðxxk;nÞ, 8k 2 K,
8n 2 N k and 8xxk;n 2 X , which alleviates the signal-
ling of channel state and queue state information
between the MTs and the WSPs. The values of
Uk;nðxxk;nÞ are then notified to theWSPswhen decid-
ing the true valuation during the channel auction.
On the other hand, theWSPs only keep the expected
long-term payment values UwðswÞ, 8w 2 W and
8sw 2 Sw.

(3) Near optimality: The solving of a complex
Bellman’s Equation (28) is broken into much sim-
pler MDPs. The linear decomposition approach is
a special case of the feature-based decomposition
method [34], but provides an accuracy guarantee
of the approximation of abstract state value func-
tion, the research of which has been extensively
studied in the literature of reinforcement learning
[23], [34, Theorem 2].

Algorithm 1. VCG Based Channel Scheduling at the
CNC at the Beginning of Each Scheduling Slot t

1: At current scheduling slot t, each MT n 2 N k;w (k 2 K) for-
wards the private information of ½Uk;nðxxk;nÞ; ik;n� to its WSP
w 2 W, where ik;n is given by (34).

2: According to the best-response channel auction policy pðcÞ;	w ,
WSP w submits its bidding vector bbw ¼ ½nw; oow� to the CNC
to report its true valuation on requesting channels, where nw
is given by (33) and oow ¼ ½ok;w : k 2 K� with each ok;w given
by (32).

3: After collecting bids announced by all WSPs, the CNC deter-
mines the auction winners uu and the channel scheduling
rrw ¼ ½rrk;n : k 2 K; n 2 N k;w� according to (10) to maximize
the sum valuations, calculates the payments tw according to
(11) for each WSP w, and then feeds back fðuw; rrw; twÞ : w 2
Wg to all WSPs.

As addressed in Section 2, each WSP w 2 W has a valua-
tion on requesting a number of channels for its MTs at each
scheduling slot, which is assumed to be strategic in the
channel auction. By decomposing the abstract state value
function (29), we can now define the number of requested
channels in each cell k 2 K as

ok;w ¼
X

n2N k;w

ik;n; (32)

and the true valuation of obtaining oow ¼ ½ok;w : k 2 K� as

nw ¼
1

1� g

X
k2K

X
n2N k;w

ak;nUk;nðxxk;nÞ

� g

1� g

X
s0w2Sw

Pr s0wjsw;1 P
k2K ok;w > 0

	 
� �
Uw s0w

� �
;

(33)

which together constitute the bid bbw ¼ ½nw; oow� of WSP w
under the abstract network state x̂xw 2 X̂w at current sched-
uling slot, where

ik;n ¼ argmax
i2f0;1g

�
ð1� gÞUk;n xxk;n; i;p

ðpÞ;	
k;n ðxxk;nÞ

� �

þ g
X

xx0
k;n
2X

Pr xx0k;njxxk;n; i;p
ðpÞ;	
k;n ðxxk;nÞ

n o
Uk;n xx0k;n

� ��
;

(34)

indicates the preference of a MT n 2 N k;w (k 2 K) between
obtaining one channel or not, and 1fVg is an indicator func-
tion that equals 1 if the condition V is satisfied and 0 other-
wise. Such a channel auction decision from WSP w cares
about not only the immediate revenue from charging the
MTs, but the payoff realizations from the future interac-
tions with other competitors. Note that when determining
the bid bbw, the private information ½Uk;nðxxk;nÞ; ik;n� at each
MT n needs to be transferred to its subscribing WSP w.
However, it’s clear that the auction bids can be computed
independently at the WSPs. With the definition of auction
bids in (33) and (32), we briefly present in Algorithm 1 the
design of the VCG auction based channel scheduling at the
CNC at the beginning of each scheduling slot t.

4.3 Learning Optimal Abstract Control Policy
The optimal channel auction and packet scheduling deci-
sions depend on both the expected long-term payments
of WSPs and the per-MT expected long-term utilities.



Additionally, in the calculation of true valuation (33) for a
WSP w 2 W at each scheduling slot t, the state transition
probability, which is used to forecast the value of expected
future payments, is unknown. We propose that each WSP w
maintains over the slots a three-dimensional table Bt

w with
size jSwj � jSwj � 2. Each entry bt‘;‘0;i in the table Bt

w represents
the number of transitions from stw ¼ ‘ to stþ1w ¼ ‘0 when
utw ¼ i� 1, where ‘; ‘0 2 Sw and i 2 f1; 2g. The update of Bt

w

is simply based on the observations of the channel auction
results. Then, the state transition probability at slot t can be
estimated as7

Pr stþ1w ¼ ‘0jstw ¼ ‘; utw ¼ i� 1
	 


¼
bt‘;‘0;iP

‘002Sw b
t
‘00;‘0;i

: (35)

Using the union bound and the weak law of large numbers
[35] in our considered stationary networking environment,
we have 8‘; ‘0 2 Sw and 8i 2 f1; 2g,

lim
t!1

Pr
	��Pr	stþ2w ¼ ‘0jstþ1w ¼ ‘; utþ1w ¼ i� 1



� Pr

	
stþ1w ¼ ‘0jstw ¼ ‘; utw ¼ i� 1


�� > #


¼ 0;

(36)

for an arbitrarily small constant # 2 IRþ. And the values of
UwðswÞ, 8sw 2 Sw, are updated according to the reinforce-
ment learning rule,

Utþ1
w ðswÞ ¼
1� ztð ÞUt

wðswÞ þ zt
�
ð1� gÞttw

þg
P

stþ1w 2Sw Pr stþ1w jsw; utw
	 


Ut
w stþ1w

� ��
; if sw ¼ stw;

Ut
wðswÞ; otherwise;

8><
>:

(37)

where zt 2 ½0; 1Þ is the learning rate and the convergence of
the learning rule is guaranteed by

P1
t¼1 z

t ¼ 1 andP1
t¼1ðztÞ

2 < 1 [23].
Given that all WSPs deploy the best-response channel auc-

tion policies, the well-known value iteration [23] can be used
by the MTs to find the optimal state value functions (30).
However, this method requires full knowledge of the local
network state transition probabilities, which is challenging
without a priori statistical information of channel state transi-
tions and packet arrivals. To tackle this challenge, we define a
post-decision state [36], [37] based on the observation that the
new packet arrivals are independent of the channel auction
and the packet scheduling decision makings. At current
scheduling slot, the post-decision state of a MT n 2 N k;w

(8k 2 K and 8w 2 W) is defined by ~xxk;n ¼ ð ~Hk;n; ~Qk;nÞ 2 X ,
where ~Hk;n ¼ Hk;n and ~Qk;n ¼ Qk;n � ’k;n ðp̂pðcÞ;	ðx̂xÞÞp

ðpÞ
k;nðxxk;nÞ.

By introducing a post-decision state, we ?A3B2 tlb?> are able

to factor the utility function in (9) into two parts, which corre-

spond to fk;nU
ð1Þ
k;nð�Þþ U

ð2Þ
k;nð�Þ and U

ð3Þ
k;nð�Þ. The probability of

state transition from xxk;n to xx
0
k;n can be then expressed as

Pr xx0k;njxxk;n;’k;n p̂pðcÞ;	ðx̂xÞ
� �

;p
ðpÞ
k;nðxxk;nÞ

n o
¼ Pr xx0k;nj~xxk;n

n o
Pr ~xxk;njxxk;n;’k;n p̂pðcÞ;	ðx̂xÞ

� �
;p
ðpÞ
k;nðxxk;nÞ

n o
¼ Pr H 0k;n

n o
Pr Q0k;n � ~Qk;n

n o
;

(38)

where Prf~xxk;njxxk;n;’k;nðp̂pðcÞ;	ðx̂xÞÞ;p
ðpÞ
k;nðxxk;nÞg ¼ 1. Let ~Uk;nð~xxk;nÞ

be the per-MT optimal post-decision state value function

given by

~Uk;n ~xxk;n

� �
¼ 1� gð ÞUð3Þk;n xxk;n;’k;n p̂pðcÞ;	ðx̂xÞ

� �
;p
ðpÞ;	
k;n ðxxk;nÞ

� �
þ g

X
xx0
k;n
2X

Pr xx0k;nj~xxk;n

n o
Uk;n xx0k;n

� �
:

(39)

Then (30) becomes,

Uk;nðxxk;nÞ ¼ max
p
ðpÞ
k;n
ðxxk;nÞ�

ð1� gÞ
�
fk;nU

ð1Þ
k;n xxk;n; ’k;n p̂pðcÞ;	ðx̂xÞ

� �
;p
ðpÞ
k;nðxxk;nÞ

� �

þ U
ð2Þ
k;n xxk;n;’k;n p̂pðcÞ;	ðx̂xÞ

� �
;p
ðpÞ
k;nðxxk;nÞ

� ��
þ ~Uk;n ~xxk;n

� ��
:

(40)

From (40), we find that the per-MT optimal state value func-

tion can be directly obtained from the per-MT optimal post-

decision state value function by performing maximization

over all feasible packet scheduling decisions.
As we know, the number of new packet arrivals in the

end of a scheduling slot is unavailable beforehand and so is
the number of packet drops at the slot. In this case, instead
of directly computing the optimal post-decision state value
function as in (39), we propose an online learning algorithm
to approach the optimal post-decision state value function
by exploring the conventional reinforcement learning tech-
niques [23], [37]. Based on the observations of the local
network state xxt

k;n, the channel scheduling result rrtk;n by the
CNC, the number of packet departures ’tk;nR

t
k;n, the number

of packet arrivals At
k;n, the number of packet drops

maxfQt
k;n � ’tk;nR

t
k;n þAt

k;n �QðmaxÞ; 0g at current schedul-
ing slot t and the resulting local network state xxtþ1

k;n at next
slot tþ 1, each MT n 2 N k;w (8k 2 K and 8w 2 W) updates
the post-decision state value function on the fly,

~Utþ1
k;n ~xxt

k;n

� �
¼ 1� zt

� �
~Ut
n ~xxt

k;n

� �
þ zt 1� gð ÞU ð3Þk;n xxt

k;n;’
t
k;n; R

t
k;n

� �
þ gUt

k;n xxtþ1
k;n

� �� �
;

(41)

where the number of packets to be delivered, Rt
k;n, during

scheduling slot t is determined as

Rt
k;n ¼ argmax

p
ðpÞ
k;n
ðxxt

k;n
Þ

n
ð1� gÞ

�
fk;nU

ð1Þ
k;n xxt

k;n;’
t
k;n;p

ðpÞ
k;n xxt

k;n

� �� �

þ U
ð2Þ
k;n xxt

k;n;’
t
k;n;p

ðpÞ
k;n xxt

k;n

� �� ��
þ ~Ut

k;n ~xxt
k;n

� �o
;

(42)

and the value of the local network state xxtþ1
k;n at next slot tþ 1

is evaluated by (43). Therefore, the true valuation in (33) of a
WSP w at the beginning of each slot t during the learning
process can be replaced by

ntw ¼
1

1� g

X
k2K

X
n2N k;w

ak;nU
t
k;n xxt

k;n

� �

� g

1� g

X
stþ1w 2Sw

Pr stþ1w jstw;1	P
k2K ot

k;w
> 0


� �
Ut

w stþ1w

� �
;

(44)7. To avoid division by zero, each entry in a table B1
w, 8w 2 W, needs

to be initialized, for example, to 1 in simulations.



where otk;w ¼
P

n2N k;w
itk;n with

itk;n ¼ argmax
i2f0;1g

(
max

p
ðpÞ
k;n

�
xxt
k;n

��ð1� gÞ
�
fk;nU

ð1Þ
k;n xxt

k;n; i;p
ðpÞ
k;n xxt

k;n

� �� �

þ U
ð2Þ
k;n xxt

k;n; i;p
ðpÞ
k;n xxt

k;n

� �� ��
þ ~Ut

k;n ~xxt
k;n

� ��)
:

(45)

The online localized algorithm for learning the optimal
post-decision state value functions of a MT n 2 N k;w

(8k 2 K and 8w 2 W) in the network is summarized
in Algorithm 2. And Theorem 3 ensures that the online
learning algorithm converges.

Algorithm 2. Online Algorithm for Learning Optimal
Post-decision State Value Functions of a MT n 2 N k;w in
a cell k 2 K subscribed to a WSP w 2 W
1: initialize the post-decision state value functions for MT n,

~U1
k;nð~xxk;nÞ, 8~xxk;n 2 X .

2: repeat
3: At the beginning of a scheduling slot t, MT n observes the

local network state xxt
k;n, calculate Ut

k;nðxxt
k;nÞ according to

(43) and itk;n according to (45), and sends the information

of ½Ut
k;nðxxt

k;nÞ; itk;n� to the subscribing WSP w.

4: MT n andWSPw await, respectively, the channel allocation
rrtk;n and the payment ttw, which are fromAlgorithm 1. Then
WSP w updates the matrix Bt

w and the Utþ1
w ðstwÞ according

to (37), and MT n makes packet scheduling decision Rt
k;n

according to (42).
5: After transmitting the scheduled packets, MT n observes

the post-decision state ~xxt
k;n ¼ ðHt

k;n; Q
t
k;n � ’tk;nR

t
k;nÞ, the

realized utility U
ð3Þ
k;nðxxt

k;n;’
t
k;n; R

t
k;nÞ regarding the packet

drops at scheduling slot t, and the new local network state

xxtþ1
k;n ¼ ð ~Qt

k;n þAt
k;n;H

tþ1
k;n Þ at the following scheduling slot

tþ 1.

6: According to (43) and (41), MT n calculates the state value
function Ut

k;nðxxtþ1
k;n Þ and updates the post-decision state

value function ~Utþ1
k;n ð~xxt

k;nÞ, respectively.
7: The scheduling slot index is updated by t tþ 1.
8: until A predefined stopping condition is satisfied.

Theorem 3. For each MT n 2 N k;w subscribed to a WSP w 2 W
in a cell k 2 K, the sequence f~Ut

k;nð~xxk;nÞ : 8t 2 Nþg by
Algorithm 2 converges to the optimal post-decision state value
function ~Uk;nð~xxk;nÞ, 8~xxk;n 2 X , if and only if the learning rate

zt satisfies:
P1

t¼1 z
t ¼ 1 and

P1
t¼1 ztð Þ2 < 1.

The proof of Theorem 3 is given in Appendix C, available
in the online supplemental material.

5 NUMERICAL RESULTS

This section proceeds to quantify the performance of our
proposed wireless resource scheduling scheme in a Matlab
based simulation environment. When implementing the

scheme, Algorithm 2 learns the optimal post-decision state
value functions for the MTs across the time horizon, while
the channel auction at the beginning of each scheduling slot
is conducted according to Algorithm 1.

5.1 General Setup
We compare the achieved performance of MTs from the
proposed scheme with the following baselines:

(1) Channel-aware control policy—A MT evaluates the
need of having one channel for packet transmissions
based on the channel state at each scheduling slot
and does not take into account the queue status.

(2) Queue-aware control policy—A MT informs its sub-
scribing WSP at each scheduling slot the preference
between obtaining one channel or not by considering
maximizing the expected long-term number of pack-
ets to be transmitted [21].

(3) Random control policy—This policy randomly gen-
erates the values of having one channel or not for a
MT at each scheduling slot, and submits to the WSP
the preference with the larger value, which means
that the random policy does not consider any
dynamics in the network.

The interactions among the competing WSPs can be
reflected by the payments that are paid by the WSPs to the
CNC at each scheduling slot. Hence, we formulate the
abstract state space Sw for each WSP w 2 W similarly as in
[21] by classifying the value interval of the received payment
ttw. Specifically, we split the range of ½0;Gw� into ½Gw;�1;Gw;0�,
ðGw;0;Gw;1�, ðGw;1;Gw;2�; . . . ; ðGw;jSwj�2;Gw;jSwj�1�, where
Gw;jSwj�1 ¼ Gw is the maximum value of payment for WSP w
andwe let Gw;�1 ¼ Gw;0 ¼ 0 for a special case in whichWSPw
wins the channel auction but pays nothing. As an example,
if utw ¼ 1 and the payment ttw of WSP w at slot t is within
the range ðGw;‘�2;Gw;‘�1�, then stþ1w ¼ ‘. Such a splitting can
be locally done by each WSP w based on the channel auction
results and does not rely on the aggregation function lw. To
optimize the transmit power, buffer delay and packet drops,

the U
ð1Þ
k;nðxxt

k;n;’
t
k;n; R

t
k;nÞ, U

ð2Þ
k;nðxxt

k;n;’
t
k;n; R

t
k;nÞ and U

ð3Þ
k;nðxxt

k;n;

’tk;n; R
t
k;nÞ in the positive utility function of a MT n 2 N k;w

(k 2 K) are chosen to be the exponential functions, namely,

U
ð1Þ
k;n xxt

k;n;’
t
k;n; R

t
k;n

� �
¼ e

�Pt
k;n ; (46)

U
ð2Þ
k;n xxt

k;n;’
t
k;n; R

t
k;n

� �
¼ e

�Qt
k;n ; (47)

U
ð3Þ
k;n xxt

k;n;’
t
k;n; R

t
k;n

� �
¼ e

�ht
k;n : (48)

For simulation purpose, we assume Rayleigh channels
for the MTs across the scheduling slots. At each slot t, the
channel state over the spectrum band is an exponentially
distributed random variable with a mean of H (dB). The
value of Ht

k;n is determined as in [40] with a common chan-
nel state space of discrete values, i.e., H ¼ f�18:82;�13:79;

Ut
k;n xxtþ1

k;n

� �
¼ max

p
ðpÞ
k;n
ðxxtþ1

k;n
Þ

�
1� gð Þ

�
fk;nU

ð1Þ
k;n xxtþ1

k;n ;’k;n p̂pðcÞ;	 x̂xtþ1� �� �
;p
ðpÞ
k;n xxtþ1

k;n

� �� �

þ U
ð2Þ
k;n xxtþ1

k;n ;’k;n p̂pðcÞ;	 x̂xtþ1� �� �
;p
ðpÞ
k;n

�
xxtþ1
k;n

�� ��
þ ~Ut

k;n ~xxtþ1
k;n

� �� (43)



�11:23;�9:37;�7:8;�6:3;�4:68;�2:08g (dB). The number of
arriving packets at a MT follows a Poisson arrival process,
the average arrival rate of which is denoted by � (packets
per scheduling slot). Other general parameter values used
in simulations are listed in Table 2.

5.2 Experiment Results
We perform experiments under different settings to validate
the theoretical analysis carried out in this paper.

5.2.1 Experiment 1—Convergence of the Proposed

Wireless Scheduling Scheme

In this experiment, our primary goal is to validate the con-
vergence property of our proposed learning based wireless
scheduling scheme. We assume that there are totally J ¼ 20
channels shared by the MTs belonging to different WSPs in
the network. At each scheduling slot, the packet arrivals for
each MT are generated following a Poisson arrival process
with average arrival rate � ¼ 3 (packets per scheduling
slot). We fix the mean of channel states to be H ¼ �2 dB
for all MTs. Without loss of the generality, we plot the
simulated variations in state value functions, U1ð10Þ
(in simulations, jSwj ¼ 55, 8w 2 W) and ~U1;1ðð�11:23; 5ÞÞ
(ð�11:23; 5Þ 2 X ), for WSP 1 andMT 1 2 N 1;1 ¼ f1; 2; 3g ver-
sus the slots in Fig. 3, which reveals that the proposed
scheme converges at a reasonably quick speed.

5.2.2 Experiment 2—Performance with Changing

Packet Arrival Rates

This experiment tries to demonstrate the per-MT perfor-
mance in terms of the average transmit power, the average
queue length, the average packet drops and the average

utility with different packet arrival rate settings. We choose
for all MTs the mean of channel states as H ¼ �6 dB. The
values of other simulation parameters are the same as in
Experiment 1. The results are exhibited in Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7.
Fig. 4 illustrates the average transmit power per MT during
the whole learning process, where the transmit power of
each MT at each scheduling slot is defined in (7). Figs. 5 and
6 illustrate the average queue length and the average num-
ber of packet drops per MT, respectively. And Fig. 7 illus-
trates the achieved average utility per MT.

Each plot compares the performance of the proposed
learning based scheme to the three baseline schemes. It can
be observed from Fig. 7 that the proposed scheme achieves
a significant gain in average utility. Similar observations
can be made from the average transmit power per MT in

TABLE 2
Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value

Set of WSPsW f1; 2; 3g
Set of cells K f1; 2; 3g
Number of MTs jN k;wj 3, 8k 2 K, 8w 2 W
Channel bandwidthM 500 KHz
Noise power spectral density &2 2� 10�10 W/Hz
Scheduling slot duration d 10�2 second
Discount factor g 0.9
Utility price ak;n 1, 8n 2 N k, 8k 2 K
Packet size m 5,000 bits
Maximum transmit power P ðmaxÞ 3 Watts
Weight of transmit power fk;n 6, 8n 2 N k, 8k 2 K
Maximum queue length QðmaxÞ 10 packets

Fig. 3. Illustration for the convergence property of the proposed learning
based scheme.

Fig. 4. Average transmit power per MT across the learning procedure
versus average packet arrival rates.

Fig. 5. Average queue length per MT across the learning procedure ver-
sus average packet arrival rates.

Fig. 6. Average packet drops per MT across the learning procedure ver-
sus average packet arrival rates.



Fig. 4, though the average queue length and the average
packet drops per MT with all four schemes are comparable.
This can be explained by the reason that with the network
settings by changing the average packet arrival rate in this
experiment, the value of U

ð1Þ
k;nð�Þ for eachMT n 2 N k;w, 8k 2 K

and 8w 2 W, dominates the utility function Uk;nð�Þ. As the
average packet arrival rate increases, the average utility per-
formances decrease. Since there are not enough channels for
all MTs (i.e., J < jN j) during one scheduling slot, there
might be the case that only some of theWSPswin the channel
access opportunities from the channel auction, which
gives rises to the number of packets remaining in the
queue and the number of packets being dropped. Even if
allocated a channel, a MT need to schedule more queued
packets for transmission in order to reduce both the queue
delay and the packet drops, but at a sacrifice of higher trans-
mit power.

5.2.3 Experiment 3—Performance under Various

Means of Channel States

We do this experiment to simulate the per-MT performance
achieved from the proposed learning based scheme and
other three baseline schemes versus the means of channel
states. We configure the parameter values used in simula-
tion as follows: J ¼ 30 and � ¼ 3 (packets per scheduling
slot). The average transmit power, the average queue
length, the average packet drops and the average utility per
MT across the entire learning period are depicted in Figs. 8,
9, 10 and 11. From the figures, we can clearly see that with a
better channel condition on average, less transmit power on
average is needed for packet transmissions. The reason
behind this is straightforward, that is, since J > jN j, all

WSPs can be guaranteed the requested number of channels
on behalf of their subscribed MTs from the CNC. However,
Baseline 1 cares only the channel states and does not take
into consideration the number of queued packets, hence it
realizes worse performance in the per-MT average queue
length, the per-MT average packet drops and even the per-
MT average utility.

Overall, from Experiments 2 and 3, the proposed learning
based scheme outperforms the three baseline schemes with
respect to the per-MT average utility performance in all simu-
lations. When making the channel auction and packet sched-
uling decisions following our proposed scheme, the WSPs
and the MTs obviously strike a strategic tradeoff between the
immediate payoff performance and the potential payoffs
from future competitive interactions.

Fig. 7. Average utility per MT across the learning procedure versus aver-
age packet arrival rates.

Fig. 8. Average transmit power per MT across the learning procedure
versus means of channel states.

Fig. 9. Average queue length per MT across the learning procedure ver-
sus means of channel states.

Fig. 10. Average packet drops per MT across the learning procedure
versus means of channel states.

Fig. 11. Average utility per MT across the learning procedure versus
means of channel states.



6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigate the wireless resource schedul-
ing problem under a SDN-enabled virtualized RAN sce-
nario. More specifically, the WSPs bid for the access to the
limited number of channels on behalf of their MTs for
packet scheduling over scheduling slots with the objective
of maximizing their respective expected long-term payoffs.
The CNC applies a VCG pricing mechanism to regulate the
auction of channels at each scheduling slot. The problem is
modelled as a stochastic game. The channel auction and
packet scheduling decisions of a WSP require complete
information of both the global network state and the control
policy from all the other WSPs in the network, which makes
the problem solving extremely challenging in a competitive
network. By approximating the interactions among the com-
peting WSPs, the original stochastic game is transformed
into an abstract stochastic game, in which each WSP is thus
able to behave independently. Furthermore, we decompose
the per-WSP MDP into multiple single-agent MDPs to
tackle the high signalling overheads and the costly compu-
tational complexity faced by each WSP in the abstract sto-
chastic game. Such a decomposition separates the channel
auction from the packet scheduling. Following this logic, a
WSP makes the channel auction decision at each scheduling
slot based on the expected future payments and the valua-
tions received from all its MTs, while each MT determines
the number of packets for transmission once receiving the
channel scheduling outcome from the CNC. The experiment
results clearly show that significant performance gains can
be achieved from our proposed work.
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